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When is the best time to sow Colour Splash mixtures and how long will it take to 
get a show of flowers from sowing?

Colour Splash can be sown from mid-March through to the end of June and in good 
growing conditions it will take 6-8 weeks from sowing until the first flowers appear.

Do I need to apply irrigation?

No - seeds will germinate when there is sufficient natural moisture and the soil is 
warm enough.

Can Colour Splash seeds be sown into existing vegetation or grass?

No – grass and weeds will suppress flower seedlings and stunt their growth and 
development.

Can I sow into any soil types?

Yes, Colour Splash seeds will grow happily in most soil types that are not extreme in 
any way, such has extremely high or low pH.

Can I sow below the recommended sowing rate of 2 grams / m2?

Use 2 grams / m2 as the optimum sowing rate to achieve good results, sowing below 
this rate can lead to thin and sparse coverage.

I have a coverage of weeds as well as flowers, is there anything I can do?

Yes, when the plants are 175 – 200 mm in height they can be strimmed or mown to 
stunt and reduce the vigor of the weeds and create more space, light and air for the 
flowers below.

Will hot and dry weather affect the flowering window and vigor of flowers?

Yes – extended spells of hot and dry weather will reduce the flowering season and 
height of plants.

Will Colour Splash mixtures regrow in the following year?

The mixtures that contain 100% annual species will not regrow entirely the following 
year and will need to be sown again. However some mixtures that contain a mix of 
annuals, biennials and perennials will regrow the following year

Can any of the Colour Splash mixtures be sown in the autumn to achieve earlier 
flowering the following spring?

Yes – the Aurora and Biodiversity mixtures can both be sown in the autumn
to create an earlier flower display the following spring / early summer.
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Interactive Key
CS 1 Festival CS 5 Celebration

CS 2 Aurora CS 6 Biodiversity

CS 3 New Wave CS 7 Floral Canvas

CS 4 Honey Bee CS 8 Poppy Mix

CS 9     Butterfly Mix

Click on the 
question button for 
more information 
about each Colour 

Splash mixture.
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https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-2-aurora/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-6-biodiversity/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-1-festival/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-2-aurora/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-3-new-wave/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-4honey-bee/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-5-celebration/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-6-biodiversity/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-7-floral-canvas/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-7-floral-canvas/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/colour-splash-8-poppy-mix/
https://www.lgseeds.co.uk/products/grass/cs9-butterfly-mix/



